There are nine Fruits of the Spirit. Our lessons focus on the following five listed in bold:

- **LOVE**
- **PATIENCE**
- **FAITHFULNESS**
- **JOY**
- **KINDNESS**
- **GENTLENESS**
- **GOODNESS**
- **SELF-CONTROL**

Most of our activity sheets are interchangeable, so you may use them as time allows on any given day. For example, they all refer to all nine of the Fruits, instead of being specific to one lesson. They include word puzzles, a bingo game and a memory (matching) game.

The five coloring pages are specific to each of the five Fruits. For additional coloring pages (online and free to print), see the Online Options.
FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT

Word Search #1

Words may run in any direction!
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FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT
Crossword Puzzle

Fill in the boxes with the best word. One of them (#8) will get you started.

Across
2. Being the boss of our feelings
5. A book with stories about Jesus
8. Something important that helps people: **mission**
10. These fruits feed our ______.
11. Feeling happy even when times are hard

Down
1. All good things come from ______
3. We get this from God and we give it away: ______
4. Treat people with ______
6. Being able to wait quietly
7. These fruits do not feed our ______.
9. To thank God or ask God for help
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http://christianpreschoolprintables.com has free printables such as a bingo game and a “memory” (matching) game, both about the Fruits of the Spirit. Use “Search” on this website or copy and paste these two URLs:

This is a bingo game with color illustrations on six game cards. The set names the nine Fruits of the Spirit and shows other fruits with no names. The set can be printed on card stock, two cards to a page.

The board for this matching game has 12 pieces with cartoon-like illustrations of the nine fruits and three related cards. Print two copies on cardstock, cut apart the 12 pieces of each card, and keep all 24 pieces in a sandwich bag or envelope. Add others if you’d like. Make multiple sets for your class.

More coloring pages can be found at http://christianpreschoolprintables.com/fruit-of-the-spirit-printables/.

http://www.biblefunforkids.com/2014/08/the-fruit-of-spirit.html
This website includes color photos of children and families, captioned with each of the nine fruits, and the scripture quote. They can be printed individually on 8-1/2x11” paper or reduced before printing. Note that this set uses the term “long-suffering” instead of “patience.” (There are various materials on this page. Some link to Pinterest or Teachers Paying Teachers and some are free.)

Cathy’s Corner includes a printable File Folder Game. It consists of an orange and its nine sections, listing the Fruits of the Spirit. You may use it as a simple jigsaw puzzle or as a small poster during your presentation.

This is the source for the five coloring pages we have included. There are others available on the website.